1 . Introduction. -The nuclear industry has current and projected need for refractory insulating solids characterized by low swelling and structural integrity in severe radiation environments [I-31. Density measurements [2] of fission-neutron irradiated material have indicated that certain complex ceramics, notably MgA1204, Y3Al5Ol2, Si2N20 and SiA10N7s exhibit low swelling to doses as high as 10 displacements per atom (dpa), in contrast to simpler ceramics such as Be0 and A1203 which swell catastrophically, and often anisotropically. Void swelling in ceramic solids typically occurs over the temperature range 0.2-0.5 T, (T,=melting point) [3] .
MgA1204 spinel has the advantage of being cubic, and thus isotropic, and has a large and complex unit cell (a = 0.808 nm, 56 atomslunit cell). Single crystal MgA1204 additionally exhibits negligible change in thermal diffusivity even after 10 dpa [4] , indicating that a large isolated point defect concentration does not remain after irradiation and that Frenkel defects either recombine efficiently or accumulate in aggregates which somehow do not lead to void swelling. We have sought evidence from TEM to distinguish these possibilities and thus explain the radiation resistance of MgA1204. These two fluences correspond to approximately 1.5 dpa and 10 dpa, based on an oxygen displacement energy of 130 eV 151. The resulting primary Frenkel defect spectrum is unlikely to have been stoichiometric, however [6] . TEN specimens were sectioned parallel to ( 111 }, thinned to electron transparency using argon-ion bombardment [7] and coated with --20 nm evaporated carbon to preclude charge acquisition in the electron beam [8].
3. Transmission electron microscopy. -Thinned discs (foil normal n = [I 111) were examined in conventional transmission [9] at 200 kV using bright-field and weak-beam dark-field [lo] imaging methods. Little or no aggregate damage was observable in the lower dose (1.5 dpa, 1 015 K) sample, but in those subjected to the higher dose (10 dpa ; 925 K, 1 100 K) two large defect aggregate species were observed (A, B in figure 1) which are described separately below. foil plane at A in figure 1, the other three normal to the foil plane with their traces along ( 112 ). At 925 K, the mean loop size was --200 nm. At 1 100 K, the loops had grown to such large dimensions (> 1 pm) that they intersected the foil surfaces (Fig. 2) . Contrast from the { 110 } loops using g = 2%-, 117-or 511-type reflections indicated a loop Burgers vector b along the ( 110 ) loop normals. The { 110 ) loops are therefore Frank [1 11 loops and represent addition or removal of material on { 110 } planes.
The magnitude of the Burgers vector b (and thus of the fault vector R) was deduced from the presence of fault contrast for g = 220 and its absence for g = 440 (Fig. 3) where g . b = g.R is an integer and the phase shift across the fault 2 n. The fault is therefore a .n fault [12] with Burgers vector b = 114 ( 110 ).
It is evident from figure 2 that this fault is not removed by an internal shear even when the loops become very large (> 1 pn). However, double layer loops at C, corresponding to nucleation of a second Frank loop on planes adjacent to an existing faulted loop, were observed which locally remove the faulted stacking sequence. The character of the { 110 } loops was deduced using the method of Groves and Kelly 1131 incorporating the precautions cited by Maher and Eyre [14] . The loops were determined to be of interstitial character and the faults extrinsic. . These { 111 } loops are thus Frank loops also. They were, however, consistently smaller (< 100 nm diameter) and found in lower density than the { 110 } Frank loops formed at 925 K, and were absent in the 1 100 K samples.
The magnitude and character of the associated fault were deduced using image contrast for dark-field weak-beam diffraction conditions. For this determination, it was assumed that the fault vector R = 6 ( 111 ) was a simple 6 = 116, 114, 113 or 112 submultiple of the 12-layer { 11 1 ) stacking repeat. with growth faults in MgA1204 [20] , Fe304 [21] and at 1 100 K showing large faulted loops on { 110 ) planes mtersect-LiFesOs [22] .
ing the foil surfaces and double-layer loops at C.
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stoichiometry, the degree of cation inversion and the anion stacking sequence, but introduces a cation fault which must be of sufficiently low energy (compared to the shear modulus) that the loops do not unfault by shear even when the loops become very large. Veyssikre et al. [23] calculated y = 3.4 J mF2 as the specific energy of this fault for strict cation ordering in normal MgA1204 spinel. However, the cation site occupation in synthetic MgA1204 particularly at the higher irradiation temperature (1 100 K) is almost certainly substantially inverted [24] , and Veyssibre et al. calculate a substantial lowering of fault energy in this case, to y = 1.4 J m-2 for a statistically random distribution of cations. These are probably overestimates 1191.
We do not yet understand why the { 110 ) loops nucleate in rosette form, but since no common junction dislocation is required for an intersection (along ( 111 )) of two or more such 114 ( 110 ) faults [20] , the loop area (and number of interstitials stabilized) are in this way maximized with respect to the dislocation core perimeter. Such fault junctions have been observed in Fe304 [21] and LiFe,O, [22] as well as in the present experiments. We suspect that the appearance of much larger ( 110 ) loops at l 100 K reflects the smaller number of stable nucleation sites at the higher temperature. The lower of the two fault energies calculated above corresponds to -- cation fault but alters Mg/AI stoichiometry and charge balance; it also involves six layers, which makes it an unlikely candidate for nucleation as an extrinsic fault. The b = 114 ( 111 ) fault involves three layers and cannot therefore preserve anionlcation stoichiometry, leading to a large electrostatic fault energy term. The b = 116 ( 111 ) fault has the shortest Burgers vector, involving only two layers (oxygen + kagomC or oxygen + mixed) but introduces both anion and cation faults and alters Mg/Al stoichiometry and charge balance in normal spinel.
The difficulty with stoichiometry and charge balance is easily overcome for 116 ( 111 ) by partial inversion of the inserted cation layer. A choice exists between insertion of one oxygen layer + one kagome layer or one oxygen layer + one mixed layer. For the former, the fault composition is A1304 in normal spinel and A11.5Mgl,504 in inverse spinel; for the latter, it is Mg2A104 in normal spinel and A12.5Mg0.504 in inverse spinel. A random cation distribution preserves MgAI2O4 stoichiometry in both cases, which nevertheless remain crystallographically distinguishable. For less-than-random cation distributions, the 116 ( 11 1 ) loops offer a mechanism for local accommodation of a non-stoichiometric primary cation displacement spectrum, since the kagomblayer loop is Alrich and the mixed layer loops Mg-rich for the case of normal spinel. Such loops could thus represent nucleation sites for the local decomposition of spinel into A1203 and MgO. These ( 111 } loops probably dissolve at higher temperatures in favor of the more stable { 110 ) loops.
4.4 RADIATION RESISTANCE. -By Way of COmparison with MgA1204, A120, after 3 dpa at similar homologous temperatures exhibits an extensive void array [I] and a dense dislocation network derived from initially cation-faulted basal and prism plane loops which unfault at an early stage of irradiation [25]. These loops, stabilizing an interstitial concentration --4 %, accommodate -0.2 % of the total displacements, compared to --0.01 % in spinel. The relative 'resistance of MgA1204 to defect aggregation may thus rest in the details of loop nucleation. The absence of void swelling can be attributed to the failure of the 'loops to unfault and develop into dislocation networks; they therefore remain less than perfect interstitial sinks since the energy per added interstitial never drops below the fault energy. Vacancy-interstitial recombination thus remains the dominant mode of defect accommodation, and saturating defect kinetics inevitably ensue [9] . Support for this view comes from a parallel observation (Youngman, Hobbs and Clinard, in preparation) of void nucleation in polycrystalline MgA1204 spinel adjacent to grain boundaries, the latter apparently acting as far more efficient sinks for interstitials.
5. Conclusions. -Stoichiometric MgA1204 spinel is shown to be resistant to fast-neutron irradiation damage and develops significant defect aggregate structures only for doses substantially exceeding 1.5 dpa at temperatures between 925 K and 1 100 K. These aggregates take the form of extrinsicallyfaulted Frank dislocation loops on { 110 ] and to a lesser extent { 11 1 ) planes. The { 110 ) loops grow as rosettes involving mutually intersecting loops on all six equivalent { 110 ) planes with Burgers vectors b = 114 { 110 ) and incorporating a cation fault. The smaller ( 111 ) loops remain isolated, with b = 116 < 11 1 ) implying faulting on both anion and cation sublattices. Both loops represent condensation of Mg, Al and 0 interstitials, in stoichiometric proportions for the ( 110 ) loops but stoichiometrically for the ( 111 ) loops only if the cation distribution has substantially randomized at the temperature of irradiation. The overall concentration of interstitial~ contained in the loops is -5 x for 925 K and -9 x for 1 100 K irradiations. The { 110 ) loop size at 1 100 K is, however, roughly an order of magnitude larger than at 925 K. The faults are not easily removed by shearbbut only by doublelayer loop nucleation, which may explain the resistance of MgA120, to void swelling.
